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Are you looking for the perfect book for the Advent season? With gorgeous illustrations to stir
you, scripture to remember, prayer prompts to guide you through prayer, and meaningful
activities to do, The Beautiful Word for Christmas is the heartfelt book you need this
season.Inside you’ll find:The Christmas story alongside 23 Bible passages hand-lettered and
illustrated in full color31 timely devotions written especially for the Christmas seasonSpecial
activities to bring the heart of the season homeThe Beautiful Word for Christmas is an Advent
devotional that is beautiful enough for display and profound enough to be a meaningful guide
through the season. Families will love receiving this as an Advent gift or in a holiday gift
exchange.If you enjoy The Beautiful Word for Christmas, check out the titles in the Beautiful
Word series.
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Mom at Heart, “Beautiful Book!. I have been reading "The Beautiful Word for Christmas" this
season during advent. Each devotion is thought provoking, and I love how it suggests an activity
with each one.  The artwork is also very pretty.  This has been a nice addition to my day!”

Linda's review, “Beautiful boo. I ordered the book too late for the whole Advent Season, but love
the book and will use it this coming Christmas. I will probably read through it this year, because
it's so beautiful to read and look at.  Plan to give it as gifts this next year.”

L.M.G., “Absolutely beautiful!. This book makes a beautiful gift- and is also a wonderful book to
get you in the proper mindset for Christmas. The artwork is just lovely. I will be purchasing more
of these books for friends.”

Renee, “Lovely!. A beautiful Christmas book”

Brenda, “Five Stars. nice book to reading during the Christmas season”

shirley  sunshine, “Five Stars. Beautiful words it’s only because of Jesus”

Linda W. Rose, “Five Stars. Beautiful artwork and messages!”

Treenz, “GORGEOUS!! Highly recommend! Great gift!!. This book is gorgeous to look at! It
features the beautiful hand lettering and illustrative artwork of Kristi Smith throughout, making it
a real piece of art for that alone! The book begins with hand lettered and colored story of Jesus'
birth from the Bible artistically written across 50 pages. The first devotion begins on page 54-57,
which is 'The Beauty of Receiving'.This devotional is a collection of 'real life' stories of other
women around christmas time. It is heart warming, inspiring and creative. These personal
stories deal with the stresses of the season, gifting, unworthiness of love, forgiveness,
generosity etc. There were some great ideas in there I have noted to add to my christmas
traditions - such as an ornament exchange!This book would be an amazing gift for any woman!
There is something there for everyone I'm sure!I would definitely recommend it.Please note that I
was sent a copy of this book for purposes of review, however all opinions expressed are entirely
my own.”

Mrs. L. J. Howland, “Christmas treat. Beautiful book, shame it came late but will enjoy it next
Christmas. Dealer did contact me informing me of delay, but it was worth the wait. Would make a
lovely gift.”

Brenda Greenwood, “Worth Reading. Brilliant, bought well early for this year, good for me and



good for giving”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nicely written. Really nice to keep and re-read each Christmastime.”

JM, “Beautiful. Our family loves this during advent season. It's a very thoughtful devotional with
lots of ideas to make the Christmas season more meaningful”

The book by Mary E DeMuth has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 56 people have provided feedback.
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